
ICT Tools - ICT Dashboard & 
SSS
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Good morning/afternoon everyoneThank you for coming and listening to me talk about some of the ICT Tools that we develop.



Agenda

• Introduction!
• How we operate
• ICT Dashboard
• School Self Service (SSS)
• SSS Application Programming 

Interface (API)
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I’ll start with a quick outline of what I will be discussing.First there will be a bit of an introduction of myself and my team.I will delve in a little as to how we operate and deliver new features.After that I will talk about ICT Dashboard and SSS, providing a quick overview.I will also reflect on the past year and also talk about future work.Finally, I will talk about the new SSS API. Give a bit of background, a “demo” and hopefully shed a little light on it
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My name is Bernhard Spits and I have a little over 11 years’ experience at the Department of Education, first starting as a service desk technician.I then progressed through different teams providing experience in infrastructure support, SOE development and team leading.I was heavily involved in the SOEv4.5 project and automated a number of processes such as automated SOE 4.5 server builds and automated migration of schools from SOEv4.2 to SOEv4.5.This involved a lot of PowerShell, as you can imagine, which naturally evolved in to object oriented languages such as C# and VB.net.I am now a developer who is part of the team who develop and manage many applications, most notably ICT Dashboard and Schools Self Service./Reference slide with our team membersOur team consists of a manager/product manager, Iteration manager, business analysts, developers and testers.We are responsible for approximately 32 different applications, and each of these applications can have many different sub components. 



How do we operate?

• Agile based development
• Sprints

• 3 weeks
• Releases

• 6 – 8 weeks

• New work
• Department Driven Initiatives
• User Feedback
• Continual Improvement
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So how do we operate?When possible, we implement an Agile based approach./ClickThis means that we work in short iterations, or sprints. Delivering new functionality every 3 weeks with the aim to release a new version of Dashboard every 6 to 8 weeks.Other products with less feature requests generally have a longer release cycle.New work typically comes from:Department driven initiativesUser FeedbackContinual ImprovementAll department requests, feedback and continual improvement tasks are logged as ‘user stories’ by our BA’s and fleshed out in terms of requirements.They are then prioritized based on the strategic direction of the Department, impact and benefit to schools, complexity and many other factors.Work is assigned to an iteration and generally completed during that 3-week cycle.It’s not uncommon to have work occurring across 3 or 4 different products during an iteration and this requires a lot of coordination!This is where our iteration manager is heavily involved. He will schedule work based on available capacity and ensure that we have everything that we need to get the job done!All development word is peer reviewed and undergoes a number of testing and quality review phases.



Continuous Integration +
Continuous Delivery (CI/CD)

Continuous Integration

How?
• Frequent Commits
• Automated Testing and Quality 

Control

Benefits
• Quicker detection of issues
• Prevents breaking changes 

entering main code base
• Fewer defects
• Better quality work
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Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery is something that we as a team have been working towards.You may be wondering what this means, and how it affects things like ICT Dashboard, so I’ll briefly discuss this starting with Continuous Integration./ClickContinuous IntegrationRequires developers to frequently commit code to a single managed repository.Here, automated testing and code quality assessments take place.The idea is that any potential issues can be detected early in the development lifecycle.This ultimately allowsFor quicker reaction to issuesIncreases code qualityPrevents breaking changes from entering in to the main code baseReduces defects raised by testersOverall delivers better quality work.Ultimately, this is only as successful as the level of automated testing that exists across our products. Therefore, over the past year we have been focusing on increasing our unit and integration tests coverage.Any new work has to meet a defined level of testing and code quality requirements.This ensures that we maintain a consistent level of quality across our products.



Continuous Delivery
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Follows on from Continuous Integration, and Involves the automated delivery of application updates assuming they meet a predefined set of requirements.These can be things like passing all tests and meeting certain levels of code quality.The more mature your Continuous Integration, the more confident you can be in your Continuous Delivery.Ideally, it would be nice to have Continuous Delivery happening all the way to production!Yes, that means frequent, sometimes daily, production deployments.However, we are still not quite there yet and we need to work within our environment and consider processes such as change management and communication frameworks.Additionally, our Continual Integration would still require to be far more mature – which is something we are constantly working on!



Our Environments

DEV TEST UAT PILOT PROD

Development Release

Feature Branch

Feature Branch

Feature Branch

Code Changes

Code Changes

Code Changes
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At the very basic level, CI/CD starts with the environments. We have DEV, TEST, UAT, PILOT and PROD environments.Development and testing occurs in the Dev and Test environments and has its own development branch.Code changes enter on what is called a ‘feature branch’. Feature branches merge in to the Development branch.Code is merged from the Development branch in to the Release branch.Once in the release branch, changes can be deployed to UAT, Pilot and Prod.Not all applications have a Pilot environment configured.



Our Tools

DevOps
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Some of the tools we use to implement CI/CD are Azure DevOps, Team City and Octopus Deploy.Azure DevOps is a Microsoft solution that provides:A code repositoryAgile task managementPeer review capabilitiesAutomated test execution and code analysisPackage feeds and more.Team City is used to compile our products and also for execution of automated tests and code analysis.As Azure DevOps has matured, we have found that the Team City is no longer required, as a lot of the same functionality can be found in DevOps. And as such we are in the process of migrating all of our products from Team City.Octopus Deploy is used to deploy our applications across all of our environments.This allows us to completely automate our application deployments.Removal of manual deployments is highly beneficial as itProvides consistencyRemoves human errorReduces the overall riskOctopus Deploy also provides:Quick and easy roll backLogging and alerting.



Dashboard Example

Development 
& Testing

UAT  & 
Regression 

Testing

PROD Deploy 
Preparation

PROD 
Deployment 

& PVT

Story & 
Planning
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So to try and put this all in to context and demonstrate the lifecycle of a piece of work for Dashboard.Hopefully, this will give you all some insight of what’s involved in new releases and how we have implemented agile and CI/CD.This is not just limited to Dashboard, as all of our applications follow the same process.This is a bit of a process, so bear with me as I go through it!/ClickTo start withNew work is raised by our Business Analysts and fleshed out in terms of requirements.Based on this, a user story is created.A developer is responsible for writing out the technical specifications for the story – Which is basically how it will be done from a technical perspective.Technical specifications are peer reviewed and the story is broken down in to tasksThe user story now goes in to a planning stage, were the amount of effort is estimated and agreed on by all developers and testers.The iteration manager then brings the user story in to an iteration so that work can commence!/ClickA developer will grab the story and begin work.Development initially occurs on our local machines and are peer reviewed by another developer.Once reviewed and committed, automated testing and code quality checks occur.Changes are then automatically deployed to the DEV environment by Octopus. From here, Dashboard is manually deployed to the Test environment using Octopus.Formal testing now takes place, to ensure that no defects are introduced and that the work meets the requirements provided by the BA’s.Any issues found by the testers will result in defects raised and assigned to the original developer for resolution.The developer will make required code changes and the process will repeat: Peer Review, Automated tests, code quality, testing etc.This process will continue until all work has passed formal testing and no more known defects exist./ClickAll new functionality is progressed to the User Acceptance Environment. This environment is designed to be as close to production as possible.Here, Dashboard undergoes regression testing by the testers.This involves testing of all new functionality as well as verification that all existing Dashboard functionality remains unaltered.The UAT version of Dashboard is also made available to the Department to review and confirm that they are happy to proceed. Changes can be made; however, it is preferred to be left at a minimum. If there are changes, they generally involve any last minute bug fixes and minor alterations based on feedback from the Department./ClickAt this stage we are preparing for the production release of Dashboard.Implementation plans are createdCommunications are draftedChange management takes place./ClickWhen the evening of the release arrives, Dashboard is deployed to Production using Octopus Deploy.The developer performs a quick verification before handing to the testers for Post Verification Testing (otherwise known as PVT)This involves high level testing to ensure that everything in Dashboard is working as we expect.Once PVT has passed and we are happy to mark the deployment as a success, communications are released.Phew!And this is only one product! We normally have development occurring concurrently across multiple products with the potential for multiple releases occurring at the same time.So as you can see, we can be very busy at times!



What is ICT Dashboard

Empowering schools within ICT and aims to expose centrally 
collected information for school’s consumption

• Better insight and 
understanding of ICT 
infrastructure

• Informed decisions
• Isolate potential problems
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The ICT Dashboard is available to all schools and DET based annex sites. DET based annex sites only experience a more limited functionality./ClickOne of the primary goals of Dashboard is to assist with the ICT strategy of empowering schoolsms to expose centrally collected information for school’s consumption.By providing better insight and understanding of the ICT infrastructure, schools can make more informed decisions and can help isolate potential problems.In general, data is collected and displayed for the last 30 days, and users have the ability to view this data using the date selector.Some data is collected for up to 12 months!ICT Dashboard is also used extensively by central teams! Such asICT service deskOperations teamCRMsCentral Business UnitsICT Directors



What is ICT Dashboard – The Data!

• Retains 6 weeks of data 
(mostly)

• 346 GB of data

• 8.2 GB per day!

• 27.2 million rows written per 
day!
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Dashboard, for the most part, records data for 6 weeks. Some data is kept for longer.Some of the stats are:346GB of data8.2GB per day27.2 millions rows of data per day.



ICT Dashboard Overview – Site Summary
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I will now go through a brief high level overview of the ICT DashboardStarting with the Site Summary pageSite SummaryDesigned to be a quick all in one glance of important ICT information



Overview – Messaging
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Devices > Messaging	Integrates with MessageYou and Outreach to provide ongoing statistics to schools around their usage of sms text messages throughout the past 12 months



Overview – Device Summary
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Devices > Device SummaryProvide insight into managed workstations.Shows information in relation toOperating systemsAntivirus statusDisk usageOU Locations



Overview – Infrastructure Availability
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Infrastructure > Infrastructure AvailabilityThis page has a focus on providing availability information for infrastructure on site including the following hardware:RoutersFirewallsServersSwitchesAccess Points



Overview – Infrastructure Costing
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Infrastructure > Infrastructure CostingProvide guidance to schools when planning their ICT Budget



Overview – Infrastructure Overview
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Infrastructure > Infrastructure OverviewAims to deliver relevant information for infrastructure such as warranty expiry and backup statusAlso presents CPU, Memory and Disk Usage statistics for school servers and the School Internet Gateway



Overview - Security
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Network > SecurityIntegrates with schools SIG Fortigate devices and presents their current configuration



Overview – Switch Utilisation
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Infrastructure > Switch UtilisationAims to provide schools with the ability to observe the switch port utilisation for ‘Core’ switches. This gives an indication to the health of their switches and can point out possible bottlenecks.



Overview – WAN
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Network > WANProvides usage of the WAN link at schoolsGives a traffic breakdown and percentage of total consumption of the EPN, CMI and SMI internet links.



Overview – Web Usage
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Network > Web UsageAn extension of the Fortigate SIG devices providing statistical information for the WANProvides a weekly and monthly breakdown of WAN utilisationsAs well as user, web site domain and application traffic breakdown.It can assist in determining the causes of bandwidth saturation



Overview - Wireless
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Network > WirelessProvides wireless statistics such as information relating to Access Points and Network BridgesGives the ability to observe the number of connected users throughout the dayDrill down to specific users and see data transferred.In addition to these school facing pages, there are number of central pages that provide summarised statistics across all schools. 



Year in Review

• Switch Utilisation statistics

• Messaging statistics

• OS Support Information

• WAN Utilisation updates

• Favourites

• Site Summary updates



Year in Review – Switch Utilisation
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Infrastructure > Switch UtilisationAims to provide schools with the ability to observe the switch port utilisation for ‘Core’ switches. This gives an indication to the health of their switches and can point out possible bottlenecks.



Year in Review – Messaging
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Infrastructure > Switch UtilisationAims to provide schools with the ability to observe the switch port utilisation for ‘Core’ switches. This gives an indication to the health of their switches and can point out possible bottlenecks.



Year in Review – OS Support Information
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Infrastructure > Switch UtilisationAims to provide schools with the ability to observe the switch port utilisation for ‘Core’ switches. This gives an indication to the health of their switches and can point out possible bottlenecks.



Year in Review – OS Support Information



Year in Review – WAN utilisation update



Year in Review – Last Visited Locations



Year in Review – Site Summary



ICT Dashboard – Future Work

• Favourites

• Feedback

• Switch Utilisation 
Enhancements

• Site Summary Page



School Self Service (SSS)

• Empower Schools
• Ability to manage aspects of IT
• Allows tasks such as:

• Computer mgmt + Troubleshooting
• Custom Drive Mappings
• Group Policy
• Custom Security Groups
• Shortcut mgmt.
• File Screening + Quota mgmt
• DNS Record
• Print Queues
• Profile mgmt
• And much more….
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I am sure most people here know what SSS is, so I won’t go in too much historical detail.But essentially, SSS is another tool managed by the Dev and QA team that is designed to empower schools within IT.It enables schools to manage aspects of their IT themselves, saving time on repeated and specific tasks.Additionally, this reduces the amount of central support calls needed freeing up technician time both at the school and centrally.Tasks available in SSS include:Computer mgmt + TroubleshootingCustom Drive MappingsGroup PolicyCustom Security GroupsShortcut mgmt.File Screening + Quota mgmt.DNS RecordPrint QueuesProfile mgmt.much more….



School Self Service (SSS) – Product Backlog

Majority of new work is feedback based!

Large 100+ product backlog of planned works
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So where does out work come from?Whilst some of the bigger pieces of work do come from the Department, the majority of SSS work is based on feedback provided by schools. We have 100+ items in SSS backlog which are broken down and prioritised.New work is chosen based on this priority and the funding available.So while you may not see your suggestion immediately implemented in SSS, we do track everything and it will be done at some point in the future!!



School Self Service (SSS) – Year in Review
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I will now review some of the changes to SSS over the last year.Please be aware, some of these features have been completed, but not yet released.We have a SSS release to Pilot to be going out soon, with a full deploy occurring not long after that.



Year in Review – SIG ‘InternetAccess’ Policies



Year in Review – Network Integrators

• Simplifies the process for granting 
network integrators access to a 
school

• At this stage, does not provision 
VPN access
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With the deployment of Windows 10 to the environment, it became apparent that some group policies were not working as expected!Investigation showed that due to the fact that we are manually creating and updating group policies, the way we were handling GPO versions was not working correctly for windows 10.What this means, is that when a change was made to a policy via SSS – such as the home page for a library terminal, the version of this group policy was not incrementing as Windows 10 expected.Therefore, the group policy did not apply properly for these machines!While these changes are all backend, end users will see flow on effects as particular group policies will now be working on Windows 10 machines.This is also scheduled for release.



Year in Review – Windows Feature Update



Year in Review – Scan Folder Mgmt



Year in Review – Numerous Improvements

• Filtering on tables
• Grouping of external links in drop down
• Fixes for Group Policy Preferences
• Ability for schools to Manage UPS information
• Fixes for Service Account management
• Improvements to the Computer Management page
• Ability to exclude Library Terminals from shutting down
• And many more!!



SSS – Future Work
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The following are some of the upcoming work planned for SSS.The majority of these are a direct result from the SSS Survey that was completed a few months back.As usual, these bodies of work are subject to change depending on priorities and changes to requirements.A major body of work planned for SSS is to enable schools to manage and troubleshoot their Access Points and Switches, without involvement from the ICT Customer Service Centre.This will involve brand new pages to be added to SSS under a heading ‘Network Automation’.



SSS – Future Work

Network Automation

• School management of 
Access Points and Switches

• Access Point 
Troubleshooting
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The following are some of the upcoming work planned for SSS.The majority of these are a direct result from the SSS Survey that was completed a few months back.As usual, these bodies of work are subject to change depending on priorities and changes to requirements.A major body of work planned for SSS is to enable schools to manage and troubleshoot their Access Points and Switches, without involvement from the ICT Customer Service Centre.This will involve brand new pages to be added to SSS under a heading ‘Network Automation’.



Future Work – Network Automation

Access Point Management
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One method, will be to have school network administrators connect an Access Point and allow the overnight processes to perform a discovery.After the access point has been discovered, it will appear in SSS as ‘newly discovered’ and network administrators will be able to rename and update the details as required.



Future Work – Network Automation

Switch Management
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The Network Automation > Switches page will list all managed switches for a school and give the ability to manage some aspects of their switches.School network administrators will be able to configure the switch location information as well as reconfigure specific ports!



Future Work – Network Automation

Switch Management
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As can be seen in the mock up, we will be displaying a breakdown of configurable ports and provide the ability to modify the port type. This will essentially allow for different VLANs to be applied.



Future Work – Computer Logon Logs
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As can be seen in the mock up, we will be displaying a breakdown of configurable ports and provide the ability to modify the port type. This will essentially allow for different VLANs to be applied.



Future Work – Bug Tracker

• Provide access to known defects for SSS

• Reduce impact of known issues

• Improve transparency
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As can be seen in the mock up, we will be displaying a breakdown of configurable ports and provide the ability to modify the port type. This will essentially allow for different VLANs to be applied.



Future Work

• Apple caching role for Tier 3 servers

• ‘Log Monitor’ redesign

• Fixes around Windows Feature Update

• Remotely sign-out workstations

• Additional table filtering

Presenter
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Scan Folder Mgmt. - Personalise FoldersDescription for Asset RecordsImproved table filtering - Much like Dashboard, the ability to perform column filtering on tables.Expand site informationCurrently this only allows schools to specify a custom Tier 3 Proxy Server. We want to expand this allow to multiple servers and software licensing.It is possible to link this information to Dashboard and include it in the ICT Costing PageImprovements to Tier 3 Group PoliciesIntegration with AppLocker for enhanced application blocking



School Self Service - API
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For some time, there have been requests for an API to provide programmatic access to functions in SSS.Although technically a new product in its own right, it is tied to SSS in terms of functionality so I figured this was the correct forum to discuss and provide a form of demonstration.API stands for ‘Application Programming Interface’.This provides a way for scripts or applications to access functions in SSS without human interaction.Traditionally, everything has to be done using the graphical user interface for SSS.What this means, is that a user has to navigate to the required page in their web browser, manually make changes and submit those changes.The API removes this limitation and allows for SSS functionality to be accessed in a way that doesn’t require manual input.This provides a means for processes to be automated, which in turn will ultimately reduce time spent on repetitive tasks, thus freeing up technician’s time.   I would like to highlight that at this stage, there is only limited functionality available in the API – Which is to manage custom security groups.What is included and when will depend heavily on interest and involvement from schools.Being that automation is the primary benefit of an API, it is really up to schools to recognise things that can be automated at their site and to let us know what they require to be able to do so. We can then look at including these features in upcoming releases.Unfortunately, though, the opposite is also true. If there is not really an appetite for expanding the API then it is most likely to be very slow progress.Ultimately there needs to be demand from school network administrators to drive a business case.The best way to let us know is simply by feedback via a service call.Either calling or emailing the Customer Service Centre or logging feedback through the SSS tool.



SSS – API – Future Work

• Computer Management

• Room Management

• Deny MAC address



School Self Service - API

https://schoolselfserviceapi.det.wa.edu.au/
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I will now give a bit of a crash course on how to use the SSS API and hopefully show how powerful it can be!Please note, that using an API does require some scripting or coding know how. Therefore, I understand that this won’t be for everyone.I’ll start with introducing you to the landing page. Being an API, there isn’t much happening here aside from confirming that you actually have the right URL and also some documentation in PowerShell.In order to navigate to this page, you will need to do so from a Tier 3 server using authorised credentials, which we will discuss later.

https://schoolselfserviceapi.det.wa.edu.au/


School Self Service - API

4 main types of API calls
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Here you will find some examples to help with 4 main types of API calls – Get, Put, Post and Delete.GET: This type of request is used to retrieve something -  in this case find a pet by IDPUT: This type of request is traditionally used to update something – In this case, update a petDELETE: This type of request is used to Delete something – Deletes a petPOST: This type of request is traditionally used to create or upload – uploads an image or creates a new pet



School Self Service - API
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Next you will need to gain access to the API. Access is controlled by Service Accounts using SSS.When you create a service account, you will see a new option available to grant this account access to the API.Use of the SSS API will require a Tier 3 server, as this is where we expect that automation scripts and applications will be running.This is a security requirement for the application.Once you have created the service account, you will see it as per normal under the ‘Manage’ tab./ClickHere you will see that the ‘API Access’ check box is ticked.You are now ready to start using the API!



School Self Service - API
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As mentioned before, at this time we have exposed the ‘Custom Security Group’ functionality from SSS.This means that everything that can be done in SSS on the ‘Custom Security Group’ page, can be done via the API./ClickBased on this, you will be able to:	Get details of a security group	Update an existing security group	Delete a security group	Create a security group



School Self Service – API – Create Demo!
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I will now step you all through a series of videos on how to use the different aspects of the API.Starting with creating a service account in SSS to use the API and then creating a new custom security group.






School Self Service – API – Get Demo
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This next example is how to update a security group






School Self Service – API – Update Demo
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This example will show how to update a security group using the API






School Self Service – API – Delete Demo
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And finally this last demo will show you how to remove a security group via the API






Questions?
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I hope you have all enjoyed my presentation and have a bit more of an understanding of myself, our team and some of the products that we manage.I am happy to take some questions now, but bear in mind that there is a Q&A panel at the end of the day where my colleague Adam Salfinger will be happy to answer any of the more hairy questions 
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